
RECAP - MONDO AT ROYAL MADISON 2015

Whoa.  What just happened?  

That is a question scholars ask themselves every spring at the conclusion of the annual 
running of The Mondo.  This year is no different - even with the addition of onsite 
reporters to try and keep track of the everpresent disorder - things just seem all crazy all 
the time and whatnot.

Well its been a 10 days now.  Is that long enough to declare an official acceptance of 
the declared official winner?  Its never over until it is...... well...... its never over.  Lets 
just say that.

So this is what we think occurred on June 20, 2015 at Royal Madison Golf Club:

EMERGENCY IN SURGERY:  The sixteen (not a record) man field was quickly reduced 
to fifteen as Dr. O got called away from the Mondo. Before he ever even got to the 
Mondo!  Whoever said doctor jobs were all birthday cakes and lemon tarts obviously 
never met Dr. Steve Orlevitch, M.D. before.  His credentials are top-notch.  He 
graduated Harvard College Yale, aced every semester, and got an A.  He doesn’t even 
have time to go to the toilet.  Next year hopefully.

FLIGHT ‘EM AGAIN:  Tournament Director Peeps Tilly rounded up the remainders and 
put the best with the best and the worst with the worst.  This reporter can say that.  He 
has been the worst.  David Flynn, he of boastful intentions, took the top spot in the 
Premier League joined by Dick’s Hatband champion Matt Geary, 15-time Major 
champion Brad Tilly and Hoo Hoo Shoot star Eric Nieukirk.  

ANTI-SHAPIRO FLAGS AND MEASURING STRING:  After reading a particularly 
inspiring Hints From Heloise, Peeps got hisself over to Hobby Lobby to pick up some art 
supplies before they closed.  Then he headed down to his woodshop and carefully filled 
sixteen camouflaged nylon squares of fabric with moisture attracting rice and then 
hermetically sealed each of them with one piece of single-sided Scotch tape.  We 
haven’t seen construction this tight since the Falcon-9 took off yesterday.  Furthermore, 
one reporter overheard another reporter say “With these camouflage flags, Peeps has 
succeeded in making something that is actually less visible than having no flags at all.”  
However and on the other hand, Peeps New Yardage Measuring Machines have ruled 
the world.  A simple ball of twine (uh, ours was quite knotted and unrollable by the end 
of the day) to determine relative distance - genius?  Scholars applauded.

WEATHER: Brilliant! Warm, not windy.  Sunny.




